STATE GENERAL ELECTION BALLOT
ANOKA COUNTY, MINNESOTA
NOVEMBER 4, 2008

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTERS:
To vote, completely fill in the oval(s) next to your choice(s) like this:

1. FEDERAL OFFICES
   PRESIDENT and VICE-PRESIDENT
   (on one line)
   JOHN MCCAIN
   AND SARAH PALIN
   Republican

   BARACK OBAMA
   AND JOE BIDEN
   Democrat

   CYNTHIA MCKINNEY
   AND ROSA CLEMENTE
   Green

   RÖGER CALERO
   AND ALYSON KENNEDY
   Socialist

   RALPH NADER
   AND MATT GONZALEZ
   Independent

   BOB BARR
   AND WAYNE A. ROOT
   Libertarian

   CHUCK BALDWIN
   AND DARRELL CASTLE
   Constitution

2. STATE OFFICES
   STATE REPRESENTATIVE DISTRICT 48A
   (on one line)
   PEGGY SCOTT
   Democrat

   TED BUTLER
   Republican

3. CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT
   FAILURE TO VOTE ON A CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT, WILL HAVE THE SAME
   EFFECT AS VOTING NO FOR THE AMENDMENT.
   (on one line)
   To vote for a proposed constitutional amendment, completely fill in the oval
   next to the word "YES" for that question. To vote against a proposed
   constitutional amendment, completely fill in the oval next to the word "NO" for that question.
   CLEAN WATER, WILDLIFE, CULTURAL
   HERITAGE, AND NATURAL AREAS.

   Shall the Minnesota Constitution be amended to dedicate
   funding to protect our drinking water sources, to protect,
   enhance, and restock our wetlands, prairies, forests, and fish,
   game, and wildlife habitat; to preserve our arts and cultural
   heritage; to support our parks and trails; and to protect, enhance,
   and restore our lakes, streams, and groundwater by
   increasing the sales and use tax rate beginning July 1, 2009, by
   three-eighths of one percent on taxable sales until the year
   2020?

   YES
   NO

4. CITY OFFICES
   COUNCIL MEMBER
   VOTE FOR UP TO TWO:
   TOM PAULSON
   GARY W. KIRKIEDE
   FARRELL TUDY
   TOB JOHNSON

5. COUNCIL OFFICES
   VOTE FOR ONE:
   COUNTY OFFICES
   SOIL AND WATER
   CONSERVATION DISTRICT SUPERVISOR DISTRICT 1
   VOTE FOR ONE
   KARLA M. KOMEC

   UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE DISTRICT 6
   VOTE FOR ONE
   BOB ANDERSON
   MICHELE BACHMANN
   EL TINKLENBERG

6. ALL ITEMS MUST BE RETURNED IN MAILING ENVELOPE PROVIDED
   VOTE FRONT AND BACK
   Vote with Ballot
   Scored and counted only if mailed to this address.

7. VOTE FRONT AND BACK
   Vote with Ballot
   Scored and counted only if mailed to this address.
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### JUDICIAL OFFICES

#### SUPREME COURT

- ASSOCIATE JUSTICE 3
  - Vote For One
  - PAUL H. ANDERSON
  - TIM TINGELSTAD

- ASSOCIATE JUSTICE 4
  - Vote For One
  - LORIE SKJERVEN GILDEA
  - DEBORAH HEBLUND

#### 10TH DISTRICT COURT

- JUDGE 14
  - Vote For One
  - LUKE R. STELLFLUG
  - NANCY J. LOGERING

- JUDGE 19
  - Vote For One
  - JOHN P. DEMEN
  - ROBERT B. VARCO

#### COURT OF APPEALS

- JUDGE 16
  - Vote For One
  - DAN GRIFFITH
  - TERRI J. STONEBURNER

- JUDGE 1
  - Vote For One
  - EDWARD TOUSAINT, JR.

- JUDGE 8
  - Vote For One
  - THOMAS J. KALITOWSKI

- JUDGE 9
  - Vote For One
  - ROGER M. KLAHIK

- JUDGE 10
  - Vote For One
  - HARRIET LANSING

- JUDGE 15
  - Vote For One
  - KEVIN G. ROSS

#### 10TH DISTRICT COURT

- JUDGE 23
  - Vote For One
  - DALE E. MOSSET

- JUDGE 24
  - Vote For One
  - B. WILLIAM EKSTROM

- JUDGE 28
  - Vote For One
  - BARRY A. SULLIVAN

- JUDGE 34
  - Vote For One
  - THOMAS D. HAYES

- JUDGE 35
  - Vote For One
  - ELLEN LOUISE MAAS

- JUDGE 36
  - Vote For One
  - RICHARD C. ILKKA

- JUDGE 37
  - Vote For One
  - KARLA F. HANCOCK

- JUDGE 38
  - Vote For One
  - LAWRENCE R. JOHNSON

- JUDGE 43
  - Vote For One
  - GREGORY G. GALLER

- JUDGE 45
  - Vote For One
  - JONATHAN JASPER

#### VOTE FRONT AND BACK OF BALLOT
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**U.S. Senator**

[Options]

**Senator State**

[Options]

**Challenger for FRANKEN**

[Options]

**Nate Coleman**

[Options]